
Product Description： 

In the last step, use 4 Inch Black Buff Pad For Polishing Stone Manufacturer to polish,
the surface of the stone will have a mirror-like effect.

1.The stone is polished at mirror level, and the last polishing process is used.

2.Not change the natyral color of stone meterial, can quickly complete stone.

3.High gloss finish, in a very short time gloss over 95 degrees, Stone without a trace.

4.Material surface polishing,black buff pad for granite is clear gloss won't fade, and keep the
stone smooth and shiny.

Feature: 

1.Maximum speed 4500 RPM.

2.Excellent clarity, gloss, soft degree.

3.Hoop and loop self adhesive backed .

4.Strong grinding force, good durability.

5.Last step black buff diamond polishing pad to achieve the mirror effect.

6.Using a unique tech. diamond black buff pad can produce glazed protection for granite.

Product Specification: 

The followings are the normal specifications of our Diamond Black Buff Pad
Manufacturer:

Diameter Grit No. Pad Thickness 
4 Inch(100mm) Black Buff  2.5mm 

More normal specification of 4 Inch 100mm diamond Buff Pad:

Diameter Grit No. Color Application 

3"(80mm) 

Buff    White
  Black    

Natural Stone,Artificial Stone,
Ceramic,Decorative Stones    

4"(100mm) 
5"(125mm) 
6"(150mm） 

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/4Inch-Black-Type-Diamond-Buff-Polishing-Pad-For-Stone-Marble-Ceamic.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/3inch-75mm-80mm-Diamond-Buff-Pad-Black-For-Tile-Marble-Granite-Stone.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/3inch-75mm-80mm-Diamond-Buff-Pad-Black-For-Tile-Marble-Granite-Stone.html


There are more product sizes, which can be customized according to requirements

Product show 

Resin Bond White Buffing Pads For Polishing Granite Marble Stone





Application: 

Pads Backed: Hoop & Loop Self Adhesive Backed.

4 Inch Black Buff Pad For Polishing Stone for angle grinder,air polisher.

Diamond black buff pad for granite marble natural stone or engineering stone.

Kindly Noted, when place order please inform the following:

1.How to use (Wet Or Dry Use)

2.How many Grit (50-3000#,Buff etc.）

3.Use machines (Angle Grinder, Floor polishing Machine)

4.Use scene (kitchen, stairs, stone surface, decoration, etc.)

5.The Diameter of the polishing pad (80mm,100mm,125mm,150mm)

6.Use object (marble, granite or other stone, Tile, Quartz and other stone)

7.Types of polishing discs (Conventional Polishing Pad, Four-Pointed Star Polishing Pad, Spiral
White Polishing Pad, Flower Polishing Pad, Wet And Dry Polishing Pad, Hexagonal Dry
Polishing Pad, Thick Polishing Pad, Electroplating Triangle Polishing Pad, Convex Polishing
Pad, Ground Renovation Pad, Other Polishing Pad)





FAQ

1. How to guarantee the quality of the product?

The company’s products have standards, safety guarantees to control product quality,
responsible for product quality for our customers, Established for more than ten years, as a
professional and experienced diamond manufacturer, Boreway insists on providing our
customers with the highest quality diamond tools .

2. How to transport the product?

We will take good protection measures for the products, protect the integrity and safety of
the products, and provide other methods of transportation such as sea, land, and air to serve
you, so that the products can reach the customer's door perfectly and safely.

3. What are our advantages?

Our teams is professional and the members have good study of the diamond tools. We offer
quick response. Each messege or email will be replied within 24 hours.In the past few
decades, Boreway diamond tools has made many orders of the OEM/ODM successfully . Some
of the OEM/ODM services are free of charge!

Logistics:

Sample order ship by DHL, UPS, FedEx, TNT, EMS etc
For mass order delivery, can be optional with terms of Exwork, FOB, CNF, CIF by air or by sea
based on the buyer’s forwarder or ours



Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


